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ABSTRACT
Today, many attempts have been made to use the digital color cameras for color measurement
applications. The gold of this work is a comparison between the measure of CMCCON02 color
inconstancy index obtained by the spectrophotometric data and the data from a characterized
digital color camera. According to the results, the square of correlation coefficient of 0.8 was
obtained between the color inconstancy indices acquired of the spectrophotometric data and the
camera RGB data. The attained differences between two methods could be decreased by
improving camera characterization process. Besides, it is observed the spectral power distribution
of the applied illuminant lead to the important effects on the results of colorimetric
characterization of the camera.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Color of an object which measured by image capturing apparatus like scanner and camera can
take different color values under different light sources [1, 2]. It can be considered in terms of
color inconstancy index. Therefore reciprocally, color constancy is a visual effect where colors
remain relatively uniform under different light sources conditions [3]. In fact, the aim of color
constancy is to correct for influence of illuminant color on object color [4]. Generally,
colorimetric data from spectrophotometric measurements, i.e. tristimulus values (XYZ) under test
and reference illuminants are applied to calculate color inconstancy index (CII). For numerical
evaluation of color constancy, two important color inconstancy indexes, i.e. CMCCON97 and
CMCCON02 are developed [2]. The CMCCON97 index was proposed by Luo and Hunt in 1997
based on CMCCAT97 which can accurately predict the corresponding colors. Subsequently, the
chromatic adaption transform CMCCAT97 was modified and a new chromatic adaptation
transform, CAT02 was introduced [5]. In recent decades, the CMCCON02 index, as the last
suggested color inconstancy index has been used to predict the direction and the value of the
color variations under the test and the reference illuminants for a standard viewer [6].
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Today, with the growth of digital cameras, it is possible to use the camera as a spectrophotometer
replacement for applications such as color reproduction, measuring color of skin, digital computer
matching of tooth color and so on. [7-10]. The object of present work was using a digital color
camera to measure the CMCCON02 color inconstancy index. The results of this study were
compared with the results of spectrophotometer data.

2. METHOD
2.1.

Sample Preparation

The SG color input target with 140 different color samples was selected. An Eye-One
spectrophotometer with 45:0 geometry and a diameter aperture 4 mm was selected to read the
spectral data of the samples. The reﬂectance values were measured at 10 nm intervals
from 400 to 700 nm. Additionally, a CANON EOS 500D camera was used for the acquisition of
color images. The captured images in two modes of white balance ON and OFF were saved as
RAW and JPEG image formats. All the photography were performed in a VeriVide light booth
under illuminant D65 and A, separately (Figure. 1). The specifications of the employed
illuminants are reported in Table 1 and Figure 2.
As Figure 1 shows to prevent mirror reflection, all the photography were performed at 45:0
lighting geometry. Besides, the lighting homogeneity was controlled by the proposed method in
the mentioned reference [11].

2.2.

Experimental Procedure

The tristimulus values of the samples were calculated under CIE standard illuminants D65 and A
and the 1964 standard observer and consequently the color inconstancy index was determined
according to the CMCCON02 as a known color adaptation algorithm as follows [6]:

Figure. 1. The geometry of color image acquisition.






Calculation of the XYZ of the sample under the D65 illuminant and under the test
illuminant (X, Y, Z).
Determination of camera responses of the sample (R,G,B) and the reference under the
test illuminant (RW,GW,BW) and the D65 illuminant (RWr,GWr,BWr).
Calculating the corresponding RGB cone responses.
Determination of the XYZ of the corresponding color under the D65 illuminant.

∗
The magnitude of color inconstancy was defined by Delta LAB (∆𝐸𝑎𝑏
). Besides, a colorimetric
characterization method was set to convert RGB values to CIEXYZ by a nonlinear regression
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equation with 23 terms as follows: [r g b rg rb gb r2 ……. r g b r gb rg b rgb 1]. The
colorimetric characterization error for the training and the testing samples was calculated in terms
of Delta LAB unit. The square correlation coefficient (R 2) for the predicted color coordinates
with subtitle P and the actual values is plotted in Figure 3.
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Table 1. The chromaticity coordinates of the applied illuminants D65 and A.
Illuminant

x value
y value

D65
0.31

A
0.45

0.33

0.40

Figure 2. The SPD of the applied illuminants D65 and A.
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Figure 3. LP* vs. L*, aP* vs. a*, and bP* vs. b* under D65 and A illuminant
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The color inconstancy index of 140 samples was obtained from the spectrophotometric data using
CAT02 transform. The results are plotted in Figure 4 against the hue angle of the samples. The
obtained results show that the samples of SG color input target behave in different degrees of
color constancy ranged between 0.09-14.8 of color inconstancy index. The charcterizing
performance to convert RGB values to CIEXYZ by using for both RAW and JPEG image
formats as well as white balance ON and OFF modes are reported in Table 2.

Figure 4. The color inconstancy index calculated vs. hue angle obtained from the spectrophotometric data.

From Table 2, the minimum error was obtained for the RAW image format in white balance ON
mode. According to the results for the RAW image format in white balance ON mode, the
characterization error value for the training and the testing steps under illuminant D65 and
illuminant A was obtained 0.91, 1.46, 1.32 and 1.90, respectively. It seems the spectral power
distribution of light source has the significant effect on characterizing performance.
Consequently, it can be seen from TABLE 2 that illuminant D65 benefits of smaller
characterization error value in comparision with illiuminant A.
At the next step, a RAW image with considering white balance ON was selected to estimate the
CIEXYZ values and the color inconstancy index. The color difference by Delta LAB between
two images captured under illuminant D65 and illuminant A was considered as color inconstancy
index without usage of color inconstancy algorithm. In fact, it was tried to study the effect of
white balance as substitutes for color inconstancy index. The results are plotted in Fig. 5 against
the color inconstancy index vlues obtained from the spectrophotometric data. As Fig.5 shows, the
acquired agreement is poor with an approximately 30 % correlation between the results. In other
words, a RAW image with considering white balance ON can just retrieval a small part of the
CMCCON02 color inconstancy algorithm's results. Then, the CAT02 algorithm was applied to
estimate the color inconstancy index. The results are illustrated in Fig. 6. An R-squared equals
0.8 shows a relatively better agreement than the previous results in Fig. 5. Moreover, Fig.7
illustrates the difference between the color inconstancy index values estimated from the camera
and the spectrophotometer dada for the selected samples.
Evidently, the error of camera characterization which involved in the conversion of RGB to XYZ,
is considered to be an unavoidable error source for the acquired differences. The samples with
low lightness could be considred as another source of error. Accordingly, it seems the applied
regression of characterization method wasn’t able to estimate the corrected color for the samples
under changing the illuminant at low levels of lightness, say L*< 50, like the black ones.
Consequently, it is resulted in estimating of color inconstancy index with less accuracy.
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Table 2. The performance of characterization in terms of mean error in the different conditions.
Mean Error (Delta LAB)
RAW
RAW
JPEG
W.B.:ON W.B.:OFF W.B.:ON

Step

JPEG
W.B.:OFF

Training

0.91

1.06

1.80

20.50

D65
A
A

Testining
Training
Testing

1.46
1.32
1.90

1.69
1.78
2.79

3.53
4.66
9.08

21.91
29.68
29.26
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Figure 5. The estimated color inconstancy index from the camera data vs. those from the
spectrophotometric data: color inconstancy algorithm is NOT applied.
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Figure 6. The estimated color inconstancy index from the camera data vs. those from the
spectrophotometric data: color inconstancy algorithm is applied.
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Figure 7. The difference between color inconstancy index values obtained from the camera and the
spectrophotometric data.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, a digital color camera was applied to estimate the CMCCON02 color inconstancy
index under the illuminant pair of D65-A. The camera was characterized by a nonlinear
regression equation. The best result of characterization was obtained for the RAW images and the
white balance ON mode. According to the acquired results, illuminant A and D65 showed a
specific difference on the characterizing performance. It observed that it was affected by the
value of spectral dissimilarity of the applied illuminants. Besides, the square of correlation
coefficient of 0.8 was obtained between the color inconstancy index values from the camera and
the spectrophotometric data. It was concluded that the acquired deviation is related to the error of
the characterization process, as it is usually a non-removable parameter. Furthermore, the
lightness level of the sample plays an important role that must be considered.
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